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2501 Jackson Rd. Ann Arbor, MI 48103
734.663.3663 | zingermansroadhouse 

3711 Plaza Dr. Ann Arbor, MI 48108
734.761.2095 | zingermansbakehouse.com

3723 Plaza Dr. Ann Arbor, MI 48108
734.761.7255 | bakewithzing.com

620 Phoenix Dr. Ann Arbor, MI 48108
888.316.2736 | zingermansfoodtours.com

3728 Plaza Dr. Ann Arbor, MI 48108
734.930.1919 | zingtrain.com

3723 Plaza Dr. #2 Ann Arbor, MI 48108
734.929.0500 | zingermanscreamery.com

422 Detroit St. Ann Arbor, MI 48103
734.663.3400 | zingermanscatering.com

3723 Plaza Dr. #3 Ann Arbor, MI 48108
734.619.6666 | zingermanscandy.com

422 Detroit St. Ann Arbor, MI 48103
734.663.3354 | zingermansdeli.com

610 Phoenix Dr. Ann Arbor, MI 48108
888.636.8162 | zingermans.com

418 Detroit St. Ann Arbor, MI 48104
734.663.5282 | zingermansdeli.com

3723 Plaza Dr. #5 Ann Arbor, MI 48108
734.929.6060 | zingermanscoffee.com

8540 Island Lake Rd. Dexter, MI 48130
734-619-8100 | cornmanfarms.com

100 N Ashley St. Ann Arbor, MI 48103 
734.230.2300 | zingermansgreyline.com

415 N. Fifth Ave. Ann Arbor, MI 48104 
734.275.0099 | misskimannarbor.com

The C�lest Li�le Candy Sh� in the State!
Make ev	y day a sweet �e!

Come visIT thE   

11am–5pm Sunday–Wednesday
11am–6pm Thursday–Saturday
3723 Plaza Drive, Suite 3 Ann Arbor, MI 48108

zingermanscandy.com

A tiny little corner of confectionary heaven! Two-hundred 
square feet crammed full of handcrafted candy bars, 
award-winning old-fashioned peanut brittles, and roasted 
sweet spiced peanuts made fresh right on-site. The shop also 
features a whole world of unique and hard-to-find craft 
chocolate, licorice, caramels, hard candies, jelly and gummi 
candies, marzipan, nougats, lollipops, boxed chocolates, and 
so much more. 

Delightful gifts for any occasion! Guaranteed to blow the 
minds of candy lovers of all ages.   
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ParmIgIANO 
RegGiAno 
pROducers 
While we’re working here at Zingerman’s to expand 
our Parmigiano offerings, the challenging reality of 
cheesemaking and agriculture is that it’s becoming harder 
and harder for producers of milk and of cheese to make a living. 
The direct result of which is a steady and significant decline in 
the number of dairies making Parmigiano Reggiano. Mind you, there 
is more Parmigiano Reggiano cheese available than ever. The average dairy 
now makes far more per day than it did fifty years ago. But the best cheese 
remains  only a small slice of the production pie. 

Wendell Berry says that, “Eating is an agricultural act.” Author Simran Sethi says, 
“Embedded in every conversation about feeding people, conserving natural resources 
and ensuring a healthy diet, both now and in the future, is the threat of the loss of 
agricultural biodiversity—the reduction of diversity in everything that makes food and agriculture 
possible, a shift that is the direct result of our relationship with the world around us.” I say that it’s 
only by buying and eating these top-notch cheeses, by showing folks at the production end of the 
food system that there’s a market for better cheese, that we can turn this tide. I hope that in ten years 
there are actually more dairies making Parmigiano Reggiano than there are today; that instead of 
a move towards consolidation, the focus has shifted to ever more exceptional quality. 

BORGOTARO

BORGOTARO

RONCADELLA

RONCADELLA

LA VILLA

LA VILLA

VALSERENA

VALSERENA

GET PARM!
Available at many Zingerman’s businesses,  

including various dishes at the Deli and  
Roadhouse. Visit zcob.me/parm 

for more info!
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VALSEReNa
an elegant farm parm from the plains 

Valserena is the oldest Parmigiano dairy in the Parma district. It’s one of the 
few farmstead Parmigiano Reggiano cheeses still made—all the milk comes exclu-
sively from the Serra family’s herd. They raise the animals, grow the feed, milk the 
animals, and make the cheese right on the farm. Of particular note is the fact that 
their herd is made up exclusively of the rare and very special Sola Bruna (brown) cows. 
This old, originally of Swiss origin, breed make up less than half of one percent of the 
country’s dairy cows. Sola Bruna cows are known for producing smaller quantities 
of milk, but the milk they give is particularly rich in butterfat. This gives the cheese 
a richer flavor and creamier texture. Valserena is one of four dairies that solely use 
the milk from the breed. As a result, the Serras have a special bas-relief stamp that’s 
pressed into the top side of each wheel showing the seal of the Consorzio di Sola 
Bruna. It is, so to speak, a Consorzio within a Consorzio; the Sola Bruna folks abide 
diligently by the standards set by the larger Consorzio Parmigiano-Reggiano, but 
then, on top of all that, they have their own strict guidelines which all of its members 
commit to. First and foremost being that all the milk used for the cheeses must be only 
from Brown cows.

The Parmigiano Reggiano from Valserena is superbly special. It is a pale straw 
color, with a rich, sweet, buttery flavor. It’s luxurious, really. To me it reflects the place 
it comes from—stately, grounded, with a high level of excellence in every tiny detail! 
There’s a brightness to it that makes your mouth water. It’s delicious of course on its 
own, and is fantastic on a plate of just-cooked stuffed pasta with butter. In the region, 
they say that they “drown the tortellini with butter” and then “rescue them” with copi-
ous amounts of Parmigiano Reggiano. Great with a delicate honey—acacia, I think, 
would be phenomenal. 

Having tasted Valserena cheese over 25 times in the last few years, I will say that it 
is consistently excellent. I haven’t tried a bad one yet. I’m not alone—in the last year, 
of 1,600 cheeses they produced, only a single wheel received a substandard grade from 
the Consorzio’s very strict judges.

tasting notes from a Parmigiano Reggiano professional taster: The distinc-
tive part of the perfume is characterized by nutty, hay, and fruity notes; rich, intrigu-
ing, and a little pungent. The taste is a perfect balance between sweet and savory, with 
a light finish of spices. What I love is the texture. It’s creamy and super soluble, which 
is so important for different uses. It’s delicious as an aperitivo by itself, or grated on 
warm dishes.

RONCaDELlA
wonderful work by the region’s  

only woman cheesemaker

about half an hour drive to the east of the town of Reggio-Emilia, or about an 
hour to the south of Valserena, the caseificio at Roncadella is one of my favorites for 
two reasons. First and foremost, the flavor is sublime. It’s the kind of cheese I could 
just keep eating and eating. Not as delicate as the Valserena, but superb without 
being at all too strong. For me, the Roncadella Parmigiano Reggiano hits a beautiful 
bull’s-eye—sweet, but not too sweet; salty but not too much so. It’s delicious. Secondly, 
but significantly, the Roncadella co-op is the only Parmigiano Reggiano dairy with a 
woman master cheesemaker! Marisa Verzelloni makes some marvelous cheese.

Roncadella is an “insider’s cheese.” It’s located off the main road—you’d have to 
know where you were going to find it. It’s a very small cooperative, and unlike most of 
the dairies in the region, they don’t sell to bigger consolidators or distributors. There’s 
no marketing department or ad agency to spread the word. Nearly all the cheese they 
make is sold exclusively through their own little retail shop, or directly to a select 
group of other premium retailers and restaurants. At their shop, they sell nothing 
but their own cheese (and generally all of it is the same age, 24 months, which is what 
Marisa believes is best), and their butter. That’s it. And yet, the shop and cheese keep 
drawing people. One local expert told me that he goes there to buy cheese to use at 
most of his cheese-focused events. “I’ve bought cheese there many times over the 
years,” he said, “and I never got a piece of cheese at Roncadella that wasn’t good.” 
Another cheese lover in the region said, “If you come on Christmas Eve when everyone 
in the area wants to have only the best cheese for their family, there is always a line 
at their shop that goes out the door. Twenty or thirty people might be waiting. Other 
shops—right on the highway and much easier to access—aren’t anywhere near as 
busy.”

Marisa’s cheese is something special. This is the first time, best I can tell you, that 
Roncadella’s Parmigiano Reggiano is up for sale in the United States. Hopefully it’s 
just the beginning. I look forward to selling it, and eating it myself, for many years to 
come.  

tasting notes Perfume-rich and complex, I like it because I can smell 
fruit (which is quite rare to find), broth, and caramel. What strikes me is the abun-
dance of flavor once I bite one piece. The aroma has pronounced nuttiness (in particu-
lar, hazelnut) and a lot of spices, like nutmeg. The taste is rich, perfectly balanced and 
persistent, with a long-lasting finish.  

four dairies, four different  
flavors, four delicious cheeses
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cheEseS at zingERmaN’s
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BoRGOTaRo
bold flavors from the top of  

the parmigiano reggiano peak

the dairy at Borgotaro is located up in the mountains, about 60 kilometers 
southwest of the town Parma and about as far from Parma and Reggio-Emilia as you 
can get and still be in the region. It’s still most definitely Parmigiano Reggiano, but 
it’s a whole different world here in the mountains than down in the plains where 
Valserena and Roncadella are made. Everything from the weather to the air is altered.  

Founded half a century ago, Borgotaro is a co-op owned by its farmer members. 
To give you a sense of how things have developed with the cheese over the years, the 
co-op originally had 300 members; generally, each had only one or two cows back 
then. Today they have only 20 producers, plus five small farms from which they buy a 
bit of milk. Most of the Borgotaro farms now are like 20 or 30 cows. One of the things 
that makes this cheese so special is that they use almost exclusively natural aging 
at ambient temperatures throughout the year. They have refrigeration in the aging 
rooms, but they use it only on the hottest days to protect the cheese, so 95 percent of 
the time, the cheese is maturing at the ambient temperatures. That means it’s much 
colder in the winter, warmer in spring, and even warmer still in summer. Most of the 
time, they leave the windows open to allow for natural airflow through the aging 
rooms. This is essentially the same process that everyone used in the old days. It’s also 
the way prosciutto di Parma is aged. And traditional balsamic vinegar. The changing 
of the temperatures by season is a big piece of what impacts the flavor development 
of the final products. While you can change temperatures nowadays inside a sealed 
room, there is still something special about letting fresh natural air do its thing.

On its own, the cheese tastes great with a big round flavor. It is sweet with a bal-
anced number of low notes to go with the high. It has a golden color and good crys-
tal formation from the aging. Try it in risotto with porcini or other mushrooms (fry 
the porcini first in pancetta fat). I’ve enjoyed it on pasta, on salad, and with mountain 
honey. The recently-published Slow Food Guida al Parmigiano Reggiano listed Borgotaro 
as one of their “top” cheeses!

tasting notes The color is golden, rich in perfume with fruity and broth 
notes. The flavor is full and fills the mouth, with rich notes of cooked butter, broth, 
and spices. The crystals in the cheese are defined and create a nice experience in bit-
ing the piece, which completely melts in the mouth, leaving a complex and very long 
taste of meat broth, dried fruits, and spices. 

lA viLla
the new wave—organic farmstead cheese  

from south of parma

about half an hour due south of the city of Parma, the La Villa farm is one of 
the most interesting new developments in the Parmigiano Reggiano world. It is, per-
haps the new wave, a look at what progressive cheesemaking can do to take things to 
the next level. If you want a whole-scale sense of what creative disruption can achieve, 
this is probably the place to go. Or at least, the cheese to eat! 

La Villa is a beautiful farm located up in the mountains, just to the southwest of 
the village of Urzano. It’s at about 530 meters above sea level (130 meters higher up 
even than Borgotaro). La Villa owned and run by two families, the Carburri and the 
Folezzani. Carlo Carburri, who serves as both the farmer and the cheesemaker, is 
doing wonderful work in both roles. The farm and everything about it is organic. He 
grows all of the crops which are turned into the feed for the cows, and every day he 
mills his own mix of barley, corn, oats, and bran for the herd. Eating the grains so close 
to milling means less oxidation and more flavor, which in turn leads of course to bet-
ter milk quality. In 2011 he eliminated all of the soy from his fields and hence from the 
cows’ diet—the only person in the Parmigiano Reggiano world, he says, who’s done 
that. He mixes sea salt from Cervia into the cows’ feed in order to add natural minerals 
to their diet.

La Villa is a very small farm. Carlo and his brother have only a couple employees. 
He has about 300 heads of cattle, 180 of which were being milked when we visited, a 
mix of brown and red cows. He’s one of the few Parmigiano-Reggiano producers who 
lets the animals out in the fields. The flavor of the La Villa cheese is brighter and more 
buttery than the others, perhaps with a bit more moisture and a hint of an almost a 
gouda-like character. Carlo has very limited amounts of cheese—only 4 to 6 wheels 
produced a day. We’re lucky to get our hands on a few wheels. La Villa means “the 
home,” and this small progressive caseificio is very much the home of Parmigiano 
Reggiano for the 21st century. Every bite is a positive piece of a better future!   

tasting notes The perfume reminds me of cooked/warm milk, hay and 
hazelnut. While tasting it, I appreciate the sweetness. A distinctive aroma of raw veg-
etables with hints of toasted and brown butter aroma. 

in our never-ending pursuit of more flavorful food, we’ve 
been working for the last three years here at Zingerman’s to track down some 
particularly special and especially delicious Parmigiano Reggiano. We’ve been 
getting these fine cheeses from four of the best of the 300-plus dairies in the 

region—all are distinctively Parmigiano Reggiano, but each one has its own 
flavor and character. As you’d expect with different makers of Chianti wine in 

Tuscany, each producer sticks to core principles of production, but each ends up 
with its own distinctive offering. Try one, try them all. Better still, put them out on a 
cheese board with multiple Parmigiano Reggiano offerings. All are great for eating 
as they are; all make marvelous prepared pastas or salads; all our outstanding with 
some of the amazing varietal honeys we have on hand (mix and match to come up 
with your own special flavor profile). All are exceptional—the top one percent of 
Parmigiano Reggiano, which in itself is a mere one percent of total Italian cheese 
production! As we enter into the New Year, I’m more excited than ever about just 
how much these tasty cheeses are making a terrific difference—both for you and 
me as cheese eaters and also for these small dairies whose dedication to quality is so 

remarkable. Happy New Year and happy eating! 
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by elIzabeth mInchIlLi

thE real tHing
a crash course in the consorzio  
del parmigiano-reggiano

Parmigiano reggiano was not always the big 
wheel of yellow cheese that we know it today. There were 
many dairy farmers making a local cheese from cow 
milk, but each had a slightly different method. It wasn’t 
until relatively recently, in 1934, that the Consorzio del 
Parmigiano-Reggiano was formed. And so the fight to 
claim the name Parmigiano and differentiate it from 
Parmesan or any other imitator was on. The struggle 
dates to WWII when there was a USA embargo against 
the importation of Italian products (that whole Mussolini 
thing). Seeking to fill the grated cheese gap, produc-
ers in the States invented their own version, naming it 
Parmesan. Enter the bright green can.

Italian cheese makers realized that their best bet for 
protecting themselves—and their cheese—was in num-
bers. And so they banded together to form the Consorzio 
del Parmigiano Reggiano. The Consorzio sought to define 
the characteristics that made their cheese special and 
establish minimum requirements that assured a high 
standard of quality. In other words, they branded. 

What is amazing about the Consorzio is that it has 
allowed cheese production to go on at a very small and 
artisanal level. The Consorzio is made up of about 340 
dairies located in the regions of Parma, Modena, Reggio 
Emilia, Mantova, and Bologna. Each of these dairies pro-
duces a very small number of wheels per day—an average 
of 8 or 10 wheels. So rather than codifying the process 
so that big industry could step in to increase produc-
tion, they went in a completely different direction. The 
Consorzio instilled rules that made it almost impossible 
to ramp up to an industrial level, and so made sure that 
the time-honored ways of doing things were preserved in 
the name of quality. 

Diving deep into Parmigiano Reggiano
Most of what I’ve written so far is something I’ve known 
for at least the last 20 years. Although it may be new to 
you, it’s just part of the background knowledge of infor-
mation that has accumulated in my head over the last 
two decades. Which might lead you to believe that I’m 
some sort of Parmigiano expert. 

Frankly, even I thought I was pretty well-informed. 
But during a 5-day trip to Emilia Romagna last year, I 
realized that I knew nothing. Well, not nothing. But a lot 
less than I thought. 

First of all I have to admit something that is shameful 
but true. Until then, I had never actually visited a casei-
ficio (dairy) to see how Parmigiano was made. So there 
was that.

Also? Like most other people—even those who 
already search out true Parmigiano Reggiano—I pretty 
much judged what I bought, ate and cooked with by 
its age. Going anywhere from 12-month to 24 or even 
48-month old, the age was reflected in both the price and 
the taste.

But beyond those labels of age and the distinctive 
branding on the side of the wheel which covered the 
what and the where of the process, I had pretty much 
ignored the “who” side of things. As it turns out, I wasn’t 
the only one.

If you remember from a few paragraphs ago, I men-
tioned that the Consorzio established some ground rules 
for Parmigiano Reggiano production. But ground rules 
are called that for a reason. They are near to the ground. 
In other words, while establishing the minimum that 
was required to be labeled Parmigiano Reggiano (and 
actually, those rules are very strict) there was no sort 
of way to distinguish individual producers who not 
only adhered to these requirements but went above and 
beyond. And even among those that were making their 

cheese in exactly the same way, there was no real recog-
nition that among the finished wheels, there were huge 
differences between taste, texture, and aroma. 

Now, if you’re really into cheese and used to going 
into almost any store and seeing at least 6 different 
kinds of pecorino, or 12 kinds of goat cheese, from var-
ious locations, each with its own flavor profile, this 
may seem odd. But next to those various pecorini [sheep 
cheeses], you’ll be lucky to see at the most 3 kinds of 
Parmigiano Reggiano. And the only difference on the 
label will be the age. Usually no comment of the dairy, or 
the cows or the location.

A couple of things I learned  
from the Consorzio

 ⋅ 80% of Parmigiano Reggiano is sold to stores through 
intermediary dealers. This means the stores are never 
aware of who is producing the cheese.

 ⋅ Since the dairies are selling through a middleman, 
who must make a profit, there is no incentive to 
increase quality. As long as minimum quality control 
is met, then that’s fine. 

There is actually a reason for this. The Consorzio is 
supported by the producers. Each cheesemaker contrib-
utes 6 Euros per wheel to the Consorzio. And since all are 
created and represented equally, the thinking was that 
no one producer could be singled out and promoted by 
the Consorzio. And at the same time, since Parmigiano 
was being represented by the Consorzio to the world, 
individual producers never saw the need to promote 
their individual cheeses. 

The event that really shook up the Parmigiano 
world was (no pun intended) the Earthquake of 2012. 
Remember when you saw those stacks and stacks of 
wheels lying broken on the floor in huge piles? The out-
pouring of support for the producers inspired people to 
contact the dairies directly, to buy some of the broken 
cheese from them, bypassing the usual middlemen.

And guess what? They discovered that some of the 
cheeses they were buying directly — even though, in the-
ory, it carried the same label as what they were buying in 
the supermarkets — was infinitely better. That there were 
real and tangible differences from producer to producer.

This also had the effect on the producers themselves 
who realized that they could sell directly to the public, 
without going through the big distributors. 

Elizabeth Minchilli is the author of numerous books on the 
joys of Italian life. She has written for over 40 magazines 
and today shares her passion for Italy through her blog, her 
best-selling apps, and her tour company. She divides her time 
between a rooftop apartment in Rome and a restored farm-
house in Umbria, with her husband, Domenico.

This article has been excerpted from Minchilli’s book, 
Eating My Way Through Italy (2018, St. Martin’s Griffin). 

real parmigiano  
reggiano

 ☑ The milk must come from the region defined by 
the Consorzio

 ☑ The milk is not pasteurized
 ☑ No additives are allowed
 ☑ The cheese must be made in specific copper  
kettles

 ☑ Each and every single cheese must be checked 
by the Consorzio before receiving approval and 
the firebrand which marks each cheese

elizabeth’s rules for  
buying the real thing

 ☑ Never buy anything that is labeled Parmesan 
 ☑ Never buy anything pre-grated (even if it is called 
Parmigiano)

 ☑ Try, if possible, to buy a piece cut freshly from a 
wheel 

 ☑ Look for the branding on the rind. If there’s no 
rind, then chances are it’s not the real thing
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three recipes celebrating  
the simple deliciousness of 

parmigiano reggiano

    molly stevens’ recipe for  
   parmIgiAno reGgianO bRoth
This recipe for Parmigiano Reggiano broth is born out of equal parts thrift and 
appetite. Parmesan cheese is a staple in many kitchens these days, and if you 
purchase it by the chunk to grate as needed, you are going to be left with rinds. For 
years, I have tossed the rinds into a plastic container in the freezer with the intention 
of adding them to soups and stew for a little extra flavor, but my stash of rinds always 
seems to outpace my usage. Turning leftover rinds into a savory broth is not a new 
invention, but the technique got quite a bit of buzz in 2012 when renowned chef 
Massimo Bottura promoted a parmesan broth recipe in order to call attention to the 
nearly 1,000 wheels of Parmigiano Reggiano that were damaged when earthquakes 
struck the Emilia Romagna region of Italy. Bottura launched a social media campaign 
to encourage hundreds of thousands of people across Italy to make risotto using 
parmesan broth on the same evening as “a virtual, national sit-down dinner,” 
according to a travel writer for Forbes. I just love this image of simmering pots of 
parmesan broth all across Italy—just imagine the fragrance! And now, every time I 
make a batch, I feel as though I’m doing my part to honor this great cheese. 

The two essential ingredients for parmesan broth are obvious—water and rinds 
from authentic Italian Parmigiano Reggiano. I also add a few aromatics to round out 
the flavor, and I include the onion skins and carrots to contribute a golden color. If 
you go through a lot of parmesan in your kitchen, you’ll have no trouble accumulat-
ing enough rinds. They keep in the freezer, well-wrapped, for up to 6 months, but 
after that, the flavor starts to deteriorate. Fortunately, most cheese departments sell 
rinds upon request. Many even wrap them and put them in the corner of the cheese 
case. Just be sure you’re not paying top dollar. Speaking of, you can make this broth 
with full chunks of parmesan, but given the price, I can’t quite bring myself to do so. 
The good news is that you only need half as much cheese if you’re using chunks. 

The best way to describe the flavor of parmesan broth may be savory, but it’s also 
a little sharp with a pleasant sourness. Think of it as a great way to add loads of umami 
(that much sought-after 5th taste dimension) to soups, braises, pasta and risotto. 
Makes 5 to 6 cups

Ingredients

2 quarts water
8 ounces rinds Parmigiano Reggiano (or 4 ounces of either cut into chunks)
1 small onion (about 4 ounces), root-end trimmed, peel left on and quartered 
2 small carrot, cut into chunks
3 garlic cloves, peeled and smashed
2 bay leaves
1/2 teaspoon whole black peppercorns
Pinch salt

Method

Simmer. Combine everything in a soup pot or large saucepan and bring to a gentle 
simmer over medium heat. Cover partway to avoid too much evaporation and adjust 
the heat so the liquid simmers lazily but steadily. Stir occasionally to prevent the 
cheese rinds from sticking to the bottom of the pot (the cheese tends to clump onto 
wooden spoons, so I use a metal once for stirring). Continue to simmer until the 
liquid looks brothy and blonde, 11/2 to 2 hours. It should have a light cheese flavor.

Strain. Set a fine-mesh strainer over a bowl or vessel and strain the broth. Pour a 
couple of tablespoons of fresh water over the contents of the strainer to rinse and 
get as much flavor out of them as you can. Discard. Let the broth cool, then refriger-
ate. 

Store. Transfer the broth to an airtight container and refrigerate for 3 to 4 days. You 
can also freeze for several months. (I like to freeze in 1 to 2 cup portions to make it 
easy to use in smaller amounts.)

Molly Stevens is a nationally-recognized cooking teacher, and author of the 
award-winning All About Braising, All About Roasting, and most recently, All About 
Dinner. She will be speaking at this year’s Camp Bacon! 

elizabeth minchilli’s recipe for  
FRICo
Although this recipe originates in Friuli, using Montasio cheese, I tend to 
make it with Parmigiano Reggiano. And while most recipes suggest using a 
frying pan, I am lazy at heart and usually serving these to a crowd, so the 
oven is the way to go!

Ingredients

3 cups grated Parmigiano Reggiano
1 tablespoon flour
Preheat oven to 350°F (180°C)

Method

Line 2 cooking sheets with parchment paper.

Mix the grated cheese with the flour. 

Using a tablespoon, place spoonfuls onto the parchment, about 3 or 4 
inches apart from each other. Using the back of your spoon, flatten out 
the mounds. 

Place 1 sheet in the oven for 4 to 5 minutes. Keep a close watch, since you 
want them to melt, start to bubble, but definitely not turn brown.

Take out the first baking sheet, and slip the second one into the oven to 
repeat the procedure.

Let the Frico cool a few minutes, before gently taking them off with a 
spatula to cool off on a rack. Once completely cool they will become 
crisp. 

Note: I often add either a teaspoon of cracked black pepper or red 
pepper to the cheese mix. 

ari’s recipe for  
parmIgIAno  
reGgianO 
caRPACcIo
One of the fun things I’ve found about working with younger cheeses is 
that, because they’re softer and moister, you can actually shave them into 
“peels” without the cheese breaking. Which, one evening after work, led 
me to play around with plating what I came to call Parmigiano Reggiano 
“carpaccio.” Quite simply, I used a peeler to take thin slices off a wedge of 
young but delicious, 15-month old Roncadella Parmigiano Reggiano. I laid 
them out on a plate, drizzled with some really good olive oil, a bunch of 
just ground Tellicherry black pepper, and a sprinkling of fleur de sel. Add 
just a pinch of minced fresh Italian parsley or celery leaf for color a bit of 
flavor contrast and you have a beautiful and totally tasty appetizer!
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It’s a great eating cheese!

1 To my taste, Parmigiano Reggiano is the eating 
cheese. While I know that it is, of course, most 
famous for grating, cutting a chunk and eating 
it is what I like to do. 

This is about beliefs, I suppose. Because 
people believe the Parmigiano Reggiano is really just for 
grating, that’s what they keep doing. But, compare this 
Italian classic to cheddar. It’s also good for 
grating. But no one bills it as a grating cheese, 
right? While I know enough to know that I 
can’t make anyone change their beliefs, what I 
can do is give you evidence that an alternative 
belief might make your life (or at least your eat-
ing life) better. 

The bottom line? If you haven’t been reg-
ularly nibbling on freshly broken nuggets of 
Parmigiano Reggiano, I think you’re missing 
out big time! Next time you’re thinking of a 
cheese to put out on a cheese board, stick in 
your kid’s (or your own) lunchbox, or just to 
nibble on nicely while making dinner, make 
Parmigiano Reggiano your top pick. Once you 
start eating it, you’ll never, ever go back. 

The insightful (and now also famous) chef 
Massimo Bottura hails from Modena, an 
important district in the Parmigiano Reggiano 
producing region (Massimo calls it, “the land 
of fast cars and slow food”). I ran into him at 
a Slow Food conference in Denver this past 
summer, and he shared, “I grew up eating this 
cheese. I used to hide under the table when my 
grandmother made tortellini. My bones are 
made of Parmigiano Reggiano!” 

Grating on salad or soup is just 
as great as grating onto pasta 2 If you are going to grate, consider expand-

ing your Parmi giano Reggiano hori-
zons. I eat a lot of pasta, but there are so 
many foods upon which to sprinkle this 

cheese! It’s super good grated onto a green salad, and 
it couldn’t be easier. There’s something about the way 

that the Parmigiano Reggiano takes to lettuce leaves and 
absorbs the oil and vinegar and black pepper and . . . man. 
Delicious! 

It’s also super on soup! I particularly like it on vegeta-
ble or bean soups. The cheese slightly thickens the soup, 
and its terrific “meaty” umami nature rounds out the 
flavor! And then, of course, there are rice dishes, polenta, 
wheat berries, and porridge. One of my all-time favorite 
go-to meals is Martelli maccheroni or Rustichella fet-
tuccine, cooked very al dente, drained, and then tossed 
with a plethora of freshly grated Parmigiano Reggiano, 
a healthy dose of just ground, really high-quality black 
pepper, and a great olive oil. Add a spoonful of fresh 
ricotta on top if you want to fancy it up! It’s a fabulous 
way to feel better after a stressful day—a world-class 
meal you can make in under 20 minutes. 

 One is not enough

3 A couple of questions to put this point in 
context: How many different wines have 
you enjoyed this year? How many brands 
of beer have you poured? How many differ-
ent chocolates have you eaten? I’m guess-

ing most people who are into any, or all, of those will 
have an answer that goes into many dozens. Even olive 
oil—many of our good customers will have two, three, 
four different oils on their counter at home to experience 
delicious, but different, flavors from different producers. 
Variety, you already know, is the spice of life. Diversity 
is a great thing, so why then settle for a single offering of 
Parmigiano Reggiano? 

The biggest reason, I suppose, is supply—most local 
shops or upscale supermarkets have long sold only a sin-
gle Parmigiano Reggiano offering. If you go to the same 
place to shop every week, then by definition, that’s what 
you’re going to eat. And while there’s nothing inher-
ently wrong with that, the truth is that if we eat only the 
Parmigiano Reggiano from one producer, we’re most 
definitely missing out! 

My message? In the way that I’ll bet almost no one 
settles for a single wine day in and day out, the same is 
true with Parmigiano Reggiano. Mix and match, pair 
and partner, point and counterpoint. The whole point 
of Zingerman’s Parmigiano Reggiano Project is to help 
show the superb diversity of qualities and complexities 

    14 things you need  to kNOw About 

paRmIgiAnO reGgIano
one of the key principles by which we’ve lived and worked since we opened in 1982 
is our continual effort to improve in all we do! It’s a never-ending process that’s been happening over and 
over again for nearly 38 years now. In the last few years, we’ve undertaken a number of new projects here 
at Zingerman’s to take our food to new levels of excellence. But of all of that inspiring and meaningful 
work, our Parmigiano Reggiano Project could be one of the most personally exciting things we’ve engaged 
in. For me, it represents so much of what we try so hard to do—to take an already excellent offering to new 
levels of quality, share new “learnings” about “old” offerings, connect with artisan producers in ever more 
meaningful ways, and bring more flavorful food to our customers and crew. 

A few years ago we introduced four new sources of superb Parmigiano Reggiano cheese from four different 
dairies, each with its own style and personality and each making marvelous, distinctive, and super 
high-quality cheese. Grace Singleton (one of the managing partners at the Deli) and I visited Italy twice 
and tasted through probably 100 samples of cheese before settling on these four. Check out zcob.me/parm 
for more on these fine dairies!

Our work, of course, is not done! This year, we’re working to bring even more variety—different ages, 
different seasons. Part of the educational work as we take this project to the next level is to continue 
to share more in-depth info about the intricacies and idiosyncrasies that make this amazing cheese so 
amazing. What follows, I suppose, could qualify as an advanced course—Parmigiano Reggiano 401. For 
those of you who are ready to take your knowledge and eating to the next level, here are a whole host of 
things you might not yet know about this marvelous cheese.

liz thorpe
Author of The Book of Cheese
As I’ve gotten older and worked in cheese for lots of 
years, I find myself coming back to the classics 
because, done well, there is nothing better. While 
Parmigiano Reggiano hints at flavors of butter-
scotch, toasted nuts, and tropical fruit, what sets it 
apart are acidity and nuance. A well-aged crumble 
of this King of cheeses offers a push-pull between 
sweet, salty, and spicy. Its acidity is mouthwateringly 
lean, high, and fruity. There is no better pre-prandial 
offering. A single bite of Parmigiano Reggiano 
accomplishes everything a feverishly planned 
amuse bouche hopes to: your mouth is awoken and 
primed for the meal ahead.
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that exist. Quality is a baseline for every cheese that 
bears the Parmigiano Reggiano “brand.” But within that 
high-quality construct, there’s a whole playing field full 
of Parmigiano Reggiano possibilities. 

If you want to make a positive impression—even 
just on yourself—put out a cheese board with three or 
four different Parmigiano Reggiano cheeses. Maybe 
the 26-month old cheese from the Roncadella dairy in 
the lowlands that’s milky, marvelously mild, fresh and 
delicious. A big-boned, bolder, 24-month-old from the 
Borgotaro co-op in the mountains; a really sweet succu-
lent, honey-like cheese from the Raverano co-op further 
to the south; and a four year, ultra-aged masterpiece 
made from the milk of brown cows at the Valserena dairy 
down in the plains. All will be excellent, all will amaze 
you, all will leave you wanting more! And the difference, 
diversity, and lovely variation between them, while all 
well ensconced in the frame of very fine Parmigiano 
Reggiano, will take your cheese-eating and apprecia-
tion experience to new and super-tasty heights! And 
since all four of the dairies I’ve mentioned—the ones 
we sourced after tasting more than 100 different cheese 
samples during two different weeklong trips to Italy last 
year—are excellent, you’re pretty much guaranteed to 
be smiling. For some, the hardest part will be picking a 
favorite. Thinking anarchistically and inclusively, I’ll 
simply eschew the entire issue. I can like each of them for 
what they are without trying to rank them in hierarchi-
cal order. I love them all equally, each for what they—and 
the man or woman who made them—are! 

Different flavors for  
different palates 4 For openers, each of us likes different 
things. Different Parmigiano Reggiano 
offerings for different palates. And since 
it is one of nearly every cheese lover’s 

favorites, it only makes sense to offer a range of options, 
just as we do olive oils, or as any good wine shop would 

have an array of Cabernets, etc. So, we set out to source 
a wide-ranging palette of Parmigiano Reggiano cheeses 
that can meet every situation and every set of taste buds. 

While it’s marketed with the formal quality stamp 
of approval of the Parmigiano-Reggiano Consorzio, 
the truth is that there are over 300 dairies making 
Parmigiano Reggiano. And each producer has their own 
quirks, their own styles, and make choices about aging 
techniques, temperatures, etc., all of which impact the 
cheese. Look at it like a “traditional” country song. You 
can find 50 versions, all basically the same song, but all 
sounding slightly different, all true to the musician who’s 
making it. The same is true for the cheese.

Different flavors for  
different situations 5 In the same way that we’ve 
learned over the years 
to pair different olive 
oils with different 

dishes (lighter oils like ROI from 
Liguria for lighter dishes 
like lemon sole, and bigger 
oils like Poggio Lamentano 
from Tuscany to pair with 
steaks, bean dishes, or fresh 
tuna, for example), the 
same thing is true with 
Parmigiano Reggiano! 

Pick and choose 
your cheese to fit 
your needs. You 
can use a lighter 
softer, sweeter 
cheese like 
Valserena after 
dinner, or a 
bigger fla-
vored cheese 

like Borgotaro to put atop a pasta tossed with a meat 
ragu, or the wonderful buttery cheese from Roncadella 
atop a plate of traditional tortelloni. You might shave 
slices of a young Roncadella Parmigiano Reggiano on a 
lovely fall salad with apples, walnuts, and endive. Or put 
some of the organic cheese from La Villa out after dinner 
with a glass of Moscato wine. 

There is, I’ve come to realize quite clearly, a 
Parmigiano Reggiano for every plate, a different cheese 
for every dish. This theory was confirmed repeatedly 
on last year’s visit to the region. Getting to go into some 
homes and cook with some of the locals demonstrated 
what I should have known all along—that they will 
always tailor the cheese they choose depending on the 

dish in which they’re using it. And that 
they always taste the cheese before mak-
ing a final call on when, where, and how 
much to use! 

Every season’s 
cheese is different6 The truth is that really 

every day’s cheese—even 
from the same dairy—will 
be slightly different. This 

is normal and appropriate. In the way 
that, say, the buttermilk biscuits at the 
Roadhouse are always really good (we 
bake and sell thousands each week), 
each will be slightly different, and the 
same is true for the cheese. 

Here’s what Marian Burros wrote 
in The New York Times a few years ago 
about the seasonality:

When the spring cheese, with a 
slightly pink cast to its delicate 
yellow center, was cracked open, 
its delightfully herbaceous qual-
ity perfumed the air, though the 
fragrance dissipated quickly. To 
me, the spring cheese had the 
most complex flavor. It was drier 
and crumblier than the other 
cheeses. The fall Parmigiano was 
rich and full-flavored, with a bit 
of bite at the back of the mouth, 
the most balanced and polished 

of the cheeses. The winter, which 
is lightest in color, was the most 

delicate and sweet, with a nice mouth-
feel because it had more butterfat...two 

summer cheeses, both different, one from 
the hills and one from the plains. These had the 

deepest golden color, and the one from the mountains 
had the texture of spring, the taste of summer: sharp 
with an almost acidic after-bite.

For the history buffs amongst you, it’s worth knowing 
that up until 1984, official Parmigiano Reggiano could 
only be made during spring, summer, and fall—April 15 
through November 15. But improvements in the con-
sistency of feeding helped minimize issues with winter 
cheese, so now we have access to all four seasons’ worth 
of very fine cheese. 

 
continued on following page

    14 things you need  to kNOw About 

paRmIgiAnO reGgIano

rolando beramendi
Master importer and author of Autentico
Parmigiano Reggiano is the only cheese I will take to a desert 
island and the only cheese I can have for the rest of my life. I find it 
so essential in my kitchen! I can’t think of my fridge not having a large 
slice of Parmigiano in it! It’s so essential! There is nothing more pleasing 
than chunks of Parmigiano as part of an appetizer, especially drizzled with 
Aceto Balsamico Tradizionale di Modena [traditional balsamic vinegar]. It’s 
pure bliss, and so fun to lick your fingers with! 

Parmigiano Reggiano has a flavor unlike any other cheese to add to recipes. Besides eating it 
in chunks, my favorite recipe is in my cookbook, Autentico: “Stracciatella alla Romana” (page 151). 
Dumplings made of beaten eggs with lots of Parmigiano Reggiano and dropped into boiling chicken 
soup. It’s my favorite thing to eat when I cross the Atlantic! I feel I’m home!

Parmigiano Reggiano is one of the best ingredients in the world for me. It is an example of the most incredible 
craftsmanship that the people from Emilia have mastered just as they do with Ferrari, Maserati, Aceto Balsamico 
Tradizionale di Modena, Prosciutto di Parma, Culatello, Tortellini and many more wonderful one-of-a-kind 
products. The mere fact that it is so consistent, so unique, and so authentic is a wonderful reason why Italy is so 
wonderful, and we should support and enjoy this cheese, which is a gem!
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14 things continued from previous page

Every breed’s milk is  
a bit different7Different breeds are to cheesemaking what 

different grapes are to winemaking. Same 
basic genre but different flavor nuances in 
the “juice.” Most of the cows in the region 

today are black and white, modern Holstein Friesians. 
But there are still some of the more traditional breeds 
to be found—some of the very old “white cows” (pro-
tected on the Slow Food Ark) and “red cows.” Hopefully, 
in the coming years, there will be more and more of 
these old breeds being milked in the region. The biggest 
push over the years has been with the wonderful Brown 
Swiss. Happily for us, one of our four chosen dairies—
Valserena—has a herd of only Brown Swiss. It’s one of 
the oldest dairy breeds, dating back about six thousand 
years to the Swiss Alps. The flavor and fat of the milk are 
considered excellent, and so, too, is the quality of the 
Valserena’s fine cheese! 

Make sure it’s at  
room temperature8 This is true, of course, with all great cheese, 
cured meat, and really almost any great 
food that’s not supposed to be served really 
cold or really hot. It’s simple—if you serve 

the cheese right out of the refrigerator, at say 35-40°F, 
you will miss out on the complexity of flavor that’s in the 
cheese. And after you’ve gone to so much trouble to get 
such terrific cheese, why leave the actual excellence of 
the flavor out of your eating equation? It’s like going to 
Hawaii and then spending the day inside your hotel room 
watching TV! So be sure to get the cheese to room temp 
before you serve. 

It’s incredible with honey

9There are so many great pairings in the 
world of food—peanut butter and jelly, 
corned beef and rye, hot dogs with mus-
tard, bagels and cream cheese, the list is 
long. While it gets far less fame than any of 

those I just listed, this Parmigiano Reggiano and honey 
pairing is as powerfully good as all the others. If you 
like good cheese and you like good food, you like a bit of 
sweet with your savory (or maybe it’s a bit of savory with 
your sweet), you’re pretty much guaranteed to love this 
combo! Parmigiano Reggiano and a great varietal honey 
is delicious! I kind of go crazy every time I eat it! 

Varietal honey, of course, refers to old-school honeys 
that come from single flower sources—where the bees 
are buzzing around the blossoms of a particular variety 
of flower, or in some cases, fields of fabulous wildflow-
ers. We have more than 25 varietal honeys to pick from 
at Zingerman’s—you can pair them up and try different 
pieces of Parmigiano Reggiano with different honeys to 
find your favorites. 

Some of my faves? I love the Chestnut honey from 
Tuscany, the Cardoon from Sardinia, 
Mountain Honey from the Piedmont...but 
really, they’re all fantastic. I don’t think you 
can go wrong with any pairing you can come 
up with!

Kids, by the way, almost always love this 
combination! Great way to get them aware of 
the intricacies of great food in a healthy, nat-
ural, nutritious, and very happy way! 

Entertaining? Put out a board of three 
or four different offerings of Parmigiano 
Reggiano, and three or four different honeys. 
Your guests will be oohing and aahing all night. 

Wonderful with 
sparkling wine10 Sande Friedman, who 

works with our friends 
the Di Bruno Brothers in 
Philly, wrote that, “With 

big, crunchy cheeses and sparkling wine, take a 
bit of caution in making sure not to create too intense of 
a pairing. That said, bubbly wine is an excellent thing 
to have all of the time, so figure out fun ways to make 
this work. Parmigiano Reggiano has such an old-school 
Italian personality that it would be crazy not to go for 
Italian sparkling wine to pair. You’ve got two great 
options here: Prosecco and Lambrusco. On the bubbly 
side, a not-too-dry sparkling wine can balance the salt, 
refresh the palate and bring out the underlying richness 
of the milk. Lambrusco is the wine of the Parmigiano 
Reggiano region, and it combines the best qualities of 
both red and sparkling wine. All of these suggestions 
work with Parmigiano Reggiano on its own, or in dishes 
like pasta or risotto, where it’s the dominant ingredient.”

There’s just something amazing about this pairing 
that makes me want to put them together! Serve some 
of each at your next get together—or treat yourself 

when you’re dining alone—a small bit of 
each will always improve the excellence of 
your evening! 

Always break,  
don’t cut11 Perhaps most import-

ant of all—the 
best way by 
far to enjoy 

Parmigiano Reggiano is to break 
it into small, rough-texture 
pieces. The eating experi-
ence is significantly more 
interesting because you get 
more cheese exposed to your 
tongue. The uneven surface 
allows you to experience the 
cheese’s full complexity. By con-
trast, our “normal” American routine 

of slicing cheese with a knife leaves a surface that looks 
smooth but makes for suboptimal eating! One never 

wants to see straight-sided cubes of Parmigiano 
Reggiano. Instead, you’ll want to use the small, 
almond-shaped knives made especially for this 
purpose. When it’s done right, you end up with 
rough-edged “nuggets” of cheese. 

Enjoy those crystals

12 One of the magical things 
about biting into a piece of 
really well-aged Parmigiano 
Reggiano is the feel of those 
tiny sharp crystals crunch-

ing on your tongue. Many folks mistakenly take these 
to be salt crystals, but they aren’t. During the aging 

process, the proteins in the cheese are broken down 
into smaller nutritional units (peptones, pep-

tides, and free amino acids, in case you were 
wondering). Some of these—particularly tyro-
sine—are naturally converted into a crystalline 

structure. Their presence is one of the signs of a 
well-made cheese and long aging. 

Great for travel

13 For long plane trips, I almost 
always take two things—good 
bread and a reasonably-sized 
chunk of cheese (not too big, but 
not so small that it’s gone after 

we’ve barely just begun the trip). Both hold up well in all 
temperatures. Both will pass through pretty much every 
customs and security agent. Both are delicious. Both last 
without refrigeration. Both taste terrific. I can eat them 
for a meal if I get stuck somewhere. 

The fresher cut,  
the better14While it’s true that Parmigiano 

Reggiano is made to last, it’s also 
true that the sooner you eat the 
cheese after it’s been cut from the 

large, 80-pound or so wheel, the bet-
ter it’s going to be! Try not to buy 
too far ahead. Now mind you, I’m 
not trying to reduce your pur-

chase size. But the truth is that 
you’re going to be eating better 
cheese if you come by every cou-
ple of days and get some more. 

This is also true, by the way, 
for grating. I always grate my 
cheese either directly into or 
onto the dish I’m making. Or 
for a recipe that requires fast 
integration of ingredients, 

then I might, at most, grate the 
cheese ten minutes before I’m 

going to use it. 

JELLY
alon shaya
Chef-owner of Saba in New Orleans, Safta in Denver and  
author of Shaya: An Odyssey of Food, My Journey Back to Israel
Parmigiano Reggiano isn’t just cheese. It’s a way of life 
and a right of passage. I lived in Parma with a family for a 
while and was able to experience it in ways never 
possible in America. In Parma, it’s always on the table. 
Breakfast lunch and dinner. It’s sweet, salty and 
somehow hard but yet still soft texture becomes part of 
your everyday. You’re instructed by the locals to never 
cut with a knife so you don’t disrupt the salty crystal 
deposits that naturally form throughout. I asked once if 

they ever got tired of eating it every day with every 
meal. They wouldn’t answer me with words, but instead 
a glare that seemed as if they were reconsidering my 
residency with them. You eat it as if it’s a dinner roll 
anywhere else. As a vehicle for cured meats, sweet 
candied fruits or to both complement and or contrast a 
beverage like beer or wine. Long live the king of 
cheeses, Parmigiano Reggiano. 

“ long Live thE  
kIng of cheEsES”
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haVe you eVer had a dog or a cat, or a bird, a snake, 
or any other animal that you’ve gotten close to? We had 
dogs at home when I was a little kid, but then I lived—just 
fine—without dogs up until 1998. That’s when we got 
Jelly Bean, a cute black, white, and brown Corgi puppy. I 
won’t bore you with too many details, but she and I had a 
very good life together. For most of her 17 years we went 
running together, hung out through hard times and 
good times, survived multiple surgeries (both hers and 
mine) . . . If you’ve had an animal in your life, you under-
stand the bond that builds. 

As many of you who’ve been around Zingerman’s for a 
while will already know, Jelly Bean passed away at the end 
of May, 2015. If you’ve lost someone important—human, 
canine, feline, or otherwise—in your life, you know it’s a 
sad time to go through. So when Jelly Bean died, I wanted 
to try to take that sadness from her loss and turn it toward 
something more positive; something to honor the caring 
contribution she made to my life, and, more importantly, 
to the lives of so many others over the years. 

The next fall we started thinking about doing a 
fundraiser in her memory for SafeHouse Center. We 
live across the street from SafeHouse, so all the folks 
who worked there knew who she was. Grace Singleton, 
one of the managing partners at the Deli, had served on 
the board for many years. Clearly it’s a good cause—it 
provides a safe haven for adults and children who are 
otherwise trapped in abusive homes. Plus, the spirit of 
positivity and generosity that Jelly Bean demonstrated 
every day is also what SafeHouse is all about. And that’s 
how the Jelly Bean Jump Up got started. 

As well as it went for the first time in February of 2016, 
there were two things about it that I didn’t realize made 
the project even more appropriate than I’d thought. The 
first was how many people that I knew—both in the ZCoB 
and out—would come to me, and quietly tell me how 
much they appreciated that we were raising money for 
Safe  House because they themselves had grown up in abu-
sive homes and understood firsthand how much it mattered  
to have a safe place to go. Which reminded me of what I 

should I have already remembered—that violence and 
abuse in the home is far more common than most of the 
world would like to think. And that the people who are 
impacted by it are often parts of otherwise successful 
families, people who don’t show the signs of what they’re 
suffering through, people who often don’t want to say 
anything about what’s going. And yet, still need help. 
SafeHouse gives that help. 

Neither did I realize, until I talked more to some of the 
folks at SafeHouse, how positive a role that pets play in 
the lives of women and children who have been victims 
of abuse. So, in that sense too, honoring Jelly Bean was 
even more an appropriate act than I even knew when we 
first had the idea to do the fundraiser. 

And now, this February, we’re starting the Fifth 
Annual Jelly Bean Jump Up. I only wish Jelly Bean were 
here to wag her cute tailless Corgi behind to show you 
how much your efforts make a positive difference! 

JELLYBEANJUMP
UP!

HOW CAN YOU HELP? 
coin drops 
at Plum Market, Zingerman’s, Old National Bank and Probility

All of these Jelly Bean Jump Up supporters will have ways to make cash donations—
large or small—at the counters! Drop a few coins or stick a $20 bill in! Every little bit 
makes a difference! 

first ever jelly bean jump up 
canine calendar
$20 each, available at all Zingerman’s businesses.

Thanks to the great work and generous donation of photographer Jenni Heller and coor-
dination of the marvelous Melaina Bukowski, we’ve got our first ever Jelly Bean Jump Up 
Canine Calendar to sell. All proceeds will go to SafeHouse Center! It’ll have photos  
of some of our favorite dogs, including Jelly Bean, of course. Buy one or buy a bunch and 
gift them out to all the community-minded dog lovers you know! But act fast—supplies 
are limited.  

alaska seafood dinner  
at the roadhouse 
Tuesday evening, March 10, featuring fisherwoman Marie Rose from Shoreline Salmon.

Marie Rose grew up in Battle Creek, MI. Five years ago, she went west to Alaska for a 
brief internship in environmental studies. So how did a girl from Battle Creek, where 
the closest big body of water is nearly two hours away, start a business catching and 
shipping salmon all the way in the Pacific Northwest? “I 
went to Michigan State and got a degree in Social Work,” 
Marie shared. “Most of my advocacy work in college 
was focused on women’s issues: reproductive justice 
and domestic violence awareness. When I accepted a 
job in Alaska focused on salmon conservation, it was 
on a total whim. That’s what grounded me in creating 
this life in salmon. I’d never even eaten salmon before 
I moved there. In fact, I hated salmon. When my mom 
cooked it when I was a kid, I always ate something else. 
But all these years later, I moved to Alaska and found out 
that I wanted to make my life about wild salmon. I real-
ized once I was here that I’d never had good salmon and 
that’s why I didn’t eat it.” Marie is hardly the only one in 
the Midwest who had that sort of experience. Fortunately, 
her good work with Shoreline is making it possible for 
more and more Michiganders to experience salmon in its 
superb, wild, delicious state. Five years after heading west 
just “because,” Marie is a passionate fish buyer, a partner in a 
growing small business, a purveyor of some of the best salmon 
in the country, and someone who’s creating a constructive and 
sustainable future for a famous, if at times, faltering, fishery. 

This special dinner will give her a chance to bring her two big 
life causes together in one important event. Marie shared, “There are 
few things we love more than dinner at Zingerman’s Roadhouse and wild 
salmon. It feels even more special to join the two for a good cause: the Jelly Bean 
Jump Up! We are grateful for the opportunity to participate in a fundraiser for an orga-
nization that provides important services for those impacted by domestic and sexual 

violence. We believe that supporting survivors is vital for strengthening communities, 
whether in Michigan or Alaska, or anywhere in between.” For the dinner, Roadhouse 
Chef Bob Bennett will craft a menu featuring the fantastic fish Marie and her partners 
catch in the cold Alaskan waters. And we’ll use the meal to raise money for SafeHouse. 
If you love fish, and/or if you want to support an important, if often unacknowledged, 
cause in the community, come on out and join us for this special evening. 

corgi cookies from the bakehouse
Here’s a terrific, tasty, fun way to support the Jelly Bean Jump Up and SafeHouse. 
Throughout February, the Bakehouse will be hand-crafting lovely Corgi-shaped and 
decorated sugar cookies. Seriously, how cute is that? We’ll contribute a dollar from each 
cookie to SafeHouse! A delicious way to make a small donation to a good cause and then 
make someone else’s day at the same time when you gift them this cute cookie! 

memorial gifts to the  
jelly bean jump up
I thought I’d share a small tradition that I’ve started for myself in the last few years. 
When people we know lose a (human) loved one, we generally know what we can do. 
While it’s never enough, we go visit, we send kind notes, flowers, or food. Or, often, we 
make a donation in memory of the loved one. But what happens when dog lovers we love 
lose their pup? It’s a helpless feeling. A few years back I decided that when a pup that 
had belonged to someone I knew passed away, I would make a donation to the Jelly Bean 
Jump Up for SafeHouse Center in memory of my friend’s dog. It’s a small thing in the 

scheme of the world, but the gesture has resonated meaningfully every 
time. So, if someone you know passes through that terrible time I 

went through when Jelly Bean died, consider SafeHouse Center 
and the Jelly Bean Jump Up as a small way to give a bit of solace 
to help folks through the sadness. If you make a note in the 
donation, SafeHouse can send a message acknowledging the 
gift so your friends and family know you’re thinking of them 
and that, although it’s only a small bit of spiritual consola-
tion, someone vulnerable and in need will be helped in their 
recently-passed-on pup’s honor. 

Jelly Bean was a very special dog and such a big part of 
my life for so many years. And SafeHouse Center is an even 
more special cause. If you can help spread the word about 
our Jelly Bean Jump Up, that would be great. 

Last year we raised over $23,000 during the Jelly Bean Jump 
Up for SafeHouse Center. This year we’re going for $30,000! 

Every little bit really does make a difference—there are 
way too many women, men, and children in our commu-

nity who have can only make themselves safe from otherwise 
unseen domestic violence if they have someplace safe to go! 

SafeHouse Center provides that welcoming shelter. 

Participating businesses include the Zingerman’s Community of 
Businesses, Plum Market, Probility, Old National Bank, Wags to Wiskers, and 

K9 Clubs. Want to get involved? Contact us! Special thanks to everyone at Plum 
Market for being so enthusiastically supportive of this cause in their stores! Thanks, too, 

to our other sponsors, Probility, K9 Clubs and Old National Bank. And thanks to YOU for caring 
enough to be interested in helping to support this important cause. 

ANNUALFIFTH

A FUNDRAISER FOR SAFEHOUSE CENTER

“ long Live thE  
kIng of cheEsES”
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at Zingerman’s Coffee ComPany, our mis-
sion is to source and roast the best coffees on the planet, 
and to present them to you, the coffee consumer, with 
as much detail as possible. That way, we can draw you 
into the experience of not just tasting what makes these 
coffees so special, but understanding the journey of the 
bean in a way that is approachable and accessible. 

Origin travel has become a standard part of our 
approach to sourcing great coffee. We regularly receive 
samples from the importers we work with, but it’s only 
after we find a “keeper” that we will consider traveling to 
that origin. 

Typically when I travel to origin, I am all about busi-
ness; I endeavor to complete my work and then get back 
to the States. There is always work that needs to get done 
back home! Travel does not inspire dramatic romanti-
cism in me as it does for others. I have never traveled well 
internationally, so the prospect of traveling to new and 
different places never appealed to me. Coffee origin travel 
is hard work, probably the hardest of all the work we do at 
Zingerman’s Coffee Company. 

Every trip to origin—whether it is the first time or 
tenth time—always feels like a brand new experience. 
Seeing different cultures and learning new things keeps 
me captivated, even after close to a decade and a half of 
traveling. Visiting the most remote areas of the world in 
search of high-quality coffee—and finding it—makes it 
all worthwhile. This trip to Peru was no exception.

Peru
When the opportunity came to visit Peru—which would 
be a first for me—I considered whether or not I should 
accept it. When trips to new countries present them-
selves, language barriers, access to food and water, and 
cultural differences need to be considered. Upon reflec-
tion, I realized I tend to favor visiting countries I have 
navigated many times before, like Brazil and Costa Rica. 

Peru is home to a section of the Amazon rainforest and 
Machu Picchu, an ancient Incan city high in the Andes 
mountains. The region around Machu Picchu, including 
the Sacred Valley, Inca Trail and colonial city of Cusco, is 
rich in archaeological sites. On Peru’s arid Pacific coast 
is Lima, the capital, with a preserved colonial center and 
important collections of pre-Columbian art.

In the end, an opportunity to visit Machu Picchu (one 
of the wonders of the world) is what made me decide to 
take the trip. Although I had not studied this legend very 
much, the stories told to me intrigued me to experience it 
first hand.

Machu Picchu
So, off I went to South America. Detroit to Lima to Cusco 
via Air Lima, then a train ride and, finally, a bus trip. At 
about 11,000 feet above sea level, Machu Picchu is not the 
easiest location to travel to and unless you frequent high 
altitudes, altitude sickness pills are a must. Hotels in the 
area even cater to the altitude challenge by providing 
pure oxygen and tea prepared with the leaves of the coca 
plant to offset symptoms.

Photos only capture one dimension of the beauty of 
Machu Picchu. We hiked the entire area, traversing chal-
lenging terrain to see Machu Picchu’s full wonderment. 
The intricacy of the architecture, the knowledge of what 
the site once was, and the labor it took to accomplish 
truly incites the imagination.

After about four hours of exploration, it was time to 
make our way back. I would be remiss if I did not mention 
that we left our hotel in Cusco at 4 a.m. and did not return 
until approximately 11 p.m. that night. Suffice it to say, 
the day trip was worth the time and effort.

When the Cusco leg of our trip ended, it was time 
to travel almost 1,200 miles north to coffee country, 
where we would spend the coming week. We arrived 
in Chiclayo, a bustling city with a population of about 
700,000 and some of the most outlandish traffic and driv-
ing I have ever witnessed. Chiclayo, located in north-
east Peru, served as the center point of our daily travels, 
providing relatively easy access to the four communities 
we’d visit across the mountainous Lambayeque region:

 ⋅ Day 1—Corral de Piedra Cruz De Mayo, Colaya
 ⋅ Day 2—Tallapampa
 ⋅ Day 3—Villa Rumi
 ⋅ Day 4—Aspro La Florida, Agua Azul

Each day started early in the morning, accompanied by 
a caravan of visitors travelling along with us. It took us 
four to five hours one way to get to each daily destination, 
which meant eight to ten hours on the road every day, 
varying between sea level and 4,000–7,000 feet above 
sea level. On average, the drive along paved roads would 
last over an hour and then, the rest of the trek took place 
on dirt roads plagued by ruts which seemed to swallow 
our vehicles as we traversed up the narrow, steep paths. 
Along the way, we saw breathtaking scenery of some of 
the most beautiful landscapes and waterfalls with vistas. 
We would ascend above the clouds, seeing nothing but 
never-ending mountain ranges. 

Café Femenino
During our stay in Chiclayo, we were greeted every day by 
our hosts Isabel Uriarte Latorre and her husband Victor 
Rojas Diaz, owners of the exporting company, Proassa, 
which exports coffee to Organic Products Trading 
Company (OPTCO), who then imports the coffee into vari-
ous coffee consuming countries. 

Isabel co-founded Café Femenino, an organization 
dedicated to empowering women on the front lines of 
the coffee industry, with OPTCO. Together, they created 
a social business program that provides a framework for 
women coffee producers to gain access to their full poten-
tial through financial and social incentives. This pro-
gram now operates in eight coffee-producing countries 
around the world. 

Every community we visited on this trip had a strong 
group of women who not only worked the land, but 
owned the land. In many of my origin visits, this is typi-
cally not the case, but it’s a growing trend, particularly in 
developing countries. Café Femenino was developed for 

the purpose of empowering women who grow coffee in 
very isolated, impoverished, rural areas. 

As the Café Femenino website states: 

Women in remote and rural coffee communities face a 
host of challenges that keep them trapped in poverty. 
Many of these isolated women live in male-dominated 
societies and have very little financial control or 
decision-making power. In 2003, 464 women farmers in 
northern Peru decided to change this dynamic by sep-
arating their coffee production from the men’s. In that 
moment, for the first time, this group of women created 
their own product and income. Their coffee coopera-
tive CECANOR joined their commercial partner Organic 
Products Trading Company (OPTCO) to create Café 
Femenino—a gender-focused program to support social 
justice and empowerment for women coffee producers 
worldwide.

Café Femenino started in Peru in 2003, and has spread 
to eight other coffee producing countries including 
Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, 
Rwanda and Sumatra.  

The Coffee
On day five, after experiencing these amazing commu-
nities, it was time to taste their coffee. The cupping table 
saw about 18 coffee samples and many were from the 
different areas we visited. Overall, the coffees showed a 
lot of promise. I have since received many samples based 
on this cupping exercise, and am happy to say we will be 
adding a Peruvian coffee to our roster of coffees! 

Although this trip has ended, our journey into the 
coffees of Peru is really just beginning. As we explore 
the possibility of working with different communities 
within Peru, I am captivated by the hard work of the 
women in this country. We here at Zingerman’s Coffee 
Company desire to support this work in the future. The 
people of Peru are warm and hospitable, and the country 
is beautiful. I will be back! 

February Roaster’s Pick: Peru Peaberry
This February, we are thrilled to feature a rare Peruvian 
Peaberry that I sourced on this trip as our Roaster’s Pick 
of the month. What’s so special about this coffee? To 
start, it’s comprised of peaberry beans, which make up 
less than three percent of all coffee beans. It’s grown 
near the Cerra Dondorpuna, host to one of the largest 
old-growth forests in the Amazon. The altitude and 
ample shade of this area makes for an ideal environ-
ment for growing high-quality coffee. Peruvian coffee is 
hand picked and, ever processing, is transported by foot 
or mule by farmers into town via mountainous trails. 
Indeed, this coffee tastes as exceptional as its origin.  

It will only be around for a limited time, so be sure to 
stop by the café or order it online through Zingerman’s 
Mail Order!

StEve MANGigian,  
managing partner of Zingerman’s 
Coffee Company, chronicles his latest 
globetrotting adventure to where the 
coffee is grown. 
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A dinner with Nicole A. Taylor

Wednesday, February 19 at 7 p.m.

Our 15th Annual African American Foodways Dinner

SpEcial DINner #246 at

See the menu and book your seat at
zingermaNSrOadhouse.cOM 

Zingerman’s Roadhouse is honored to welcome Nicole A. Taylor, 
nationally acclaimed cookbook author, food writer, and expert 
on Southern food. Nicole will join us for our 15th annual 
celebration of the African American contributions to this 
country’s cuisine. 

Nicole is Executive Editor of Food at Thrillist. 
She was the host of the food podcast Hot Grease, 
the author of The Up South Cookbook and recipe 
contributor to The Last O.G. Cookbook. She also 
serves on the board of the Edna Lewis Foundation 
and EATT (Equity At The Table). She contributed 
to Women on Food, a compilation that illuminates 
the notable and varied women of the food world. 

Our special guest grew up in Athens, Georgia, 
where her family grew, canned, and preserved their 
own food. Meals were made from scratch using 
ingredients grown in her family’s garden. After 
moving to Brooklyn, Nicole gained recognition 
in the food world by cooking recipes from her 
Southern upbringing. Nicole is now using her role 
to open the door for more people of color to take on 
leadership positions in the culinary world.

Our 15th annual African American Foodways Dinner 
will feature recipes from Nicole’s childhood, lovingly 
adapted to her living-in-Brooklyn, creative farm-to-table 
mindset. The evening will help raise funds for We the People 
Growers’ Association to support its work to bring agriculture to 
Ypsilanti.

“ Many members of the food-media 
world agree that [Nicole] Taylor 
already embodies the beginning of 
the very sea of change she wants  
to create.”         —GrubsTrEet
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2501 Jackson Rd. Ann Arbor, MI 48103
734.663.3663 | zingermansroadhouse 

3711 Plaza Dr. Ann Arbor, MI 48108
734.761.2095 | zingermansbakehouse.com

3723 Plaza Dr. Ann Arbor, MI 48108
734.761.7255 | bakewithzing.com

620 Phoenix Dr. Ann Arbor, MI 48108
888.316.2736 | zingermansfoodtours.com

3728 Plaza Dr. Ann Arbor, MI 48108
734.930.1919 | zingtrain.com

3723 Plaza Dr. #2 Ann Arbor, MI 48108
734.929.0500 | zingermanscreamery.com

422 Detroit St. Ann Arbor, MI 48103
734.663.3400 | zingermanscatering.com

3723 Plaza Dr. #3 Ann Arbor, MI 48108
734.619.6666 | zingermanscandy.com

422 Detroit St. Ann Arbor, MI 48103
734.663.3354 | zingermansdeli.com

610 Phoenix Dr. Ann Arbor, MI 48108
888.636.8162 | zingermans.com

418 Detroit St. Ann Arbor, MI 48104
734.663.5282 | zingermansdeli.com

3723 Plaza Dr. #5 Ann Arbor, MI 48108
734.929.6060 | zingermanscoffee.com

8540 Island Lake Rd. Dexter, MI 48130
734-619-8100 | cornmanfarms.com

100 N Ashley St. Ann Arbor, MI 48103 
734.230.2300 | zingermansgreyline.com

415 N. Fifth Ave. Ann Arbor, MI 48104 
734.275.0099 | misskimannarbor.com

The C�lest Li�le Candy Sh� in the State!
Make ev	y day a sweet �e!

Come visIT thE   

11am–5pm Sunday–Wednesday
11am–6pm Thursday–Saturday
3723 Plaza Drive, Suite 3 Ann Arbor, MI 48108

zingermanscandy.com

A tiny little corner of confectionary heaven! Two-hundred 
square feet crammed full of handcrafted candy bars, 
award-winning old-fashioned peanut brittles, and roasted 
sweet spiced peanuts made fresh right on-site. The shop also 
features a whole world of unique and hard-to-find craft 
chocolate, licorice, caramels, hard candies, jelly and gummi 
candies, marzipan, nougats, lollipops, boxed chocolates, and 
so much more. 

Delightful gifts for any occasion! Guaranteed to blow the 
minds of candy lovers of all ages.   


